Does your house have “dead” Wi-Fi zones? Is your router tucked back in the office and you
want to get a strong signal on your chaise lounge by the pool? Now there is way to strengthen
your Wi-Fi signal throughout your entire house and beyond!
Zona’s Managed Wi-Fi with mesh capabilities – ZonaFi - can bring you whole house coverage –
even for those bigger homes and homes with lots of twists and turns and walls that the Wi-Fi
must travel through! The managed Wi-Fi network with mesh capabilities can clear up Wi-Fi
dead spots in your home and amp up the signal. It’s called mesh networking.
Mesh networks make the Wi-Fi signal in your house stronger throughout and more reliable for
your connected devices. You'll usually need one or two mesh modules (technically referred to as
nodes) depending on the size of your home. The beauty of a mesh network is that it's modular, so
you can keep adding nodes to the setup – there's no maximum node count.
The idea of a mesh network is that, unlike repeaters and extenders that just relay your router's
Wi-Fi signal but with deterioration, the mesh nodes all communicate with each other, so even the
one furthest from the router has a great signal as it hops around the system, from one node to
another. It's not just a one-to-one signal from a device back to the router.
The nodes essentially act like satellites for your Wi-Fi network. One of these nodes acts as a
gateway and connects to the internet through your modem. Then, each node talks to each other,
expanding your wireless coverage every time you add a new node. Instead of communicating
with a single access point like the router of a traditional network, each node of a mesh network
talks with each other and amplifies the signal, which creates a blanket of strong Wi-Fi coverage.
Where the quality of a Wi-Fi connection varies depending on your distance from and position
around a traditional router, a mesh network expands that coverage so distance and direction
shouldn’t matter, no matter where you are in the house.
ZonaFi – our managed Wi-Fi with Mesh capabilities – is a $9.99 monthly service that includes
the ultimate router with mesh networking for expanded Wi-Fi coverage, professional installation
and ongoing trouble shooting and equipment updates. It is worry free Wi-Fi!
Call and talk with a Customer Service Specialist today about ZonaFi, our managed Wi-Fi with
Mesh capabilities, and let the experts help you maximize the Wi-Fi coverage in your home.

